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Ajinomoh Ozovehe Caleb
A Great White Whale
Professor Isezuo waved weakly at the teeming students and then he
had the driver roll the windows up. He just wanted to be back in his
ancestral mansion, indulging the final days until the ultimate visitor
rode his grim bicycle with its tragic bells to his doorstep. He had
delivered fifteen lectures like this across Nigeria in the last nine
months – forty-five-minute lectures punctuated by coughing bouts,
to packed university halls of students, science journalists, green
activists, and academics (large men with peanut brains nowadays. In
his day the rigor of research was enough exercise to trim a man) –
enough to make the applause redundant. The cheers, he felt, were
lavish, overdone. Still, he’d plowed through fifteen lectures because,
like a woman with deathly premonitions walking the beach, he
wanted to leave enough prints in the sand before plunging in the
water. But he also realized, being a practical man, the frank
absurdity of the effort: Footprints are ten times more likely to be
erased at the beach, where there is a daily stampede of walkers.
These school visits, then, were really about gratitude. Seventy-five
was the year he thought his ancestors marked for him. Hard to
believe seventy-five was fifteen years ago. How nice of his creaked
and ugly ancestors to permit him more time to watch his three
grandsons try their hands at parenting – and doing optimally at it,
rather shockingly, because he had raised their mother, his daughter,
with a kind of shabby silkiness that ruins the fabric necessary for
performing life. But Priscilla was not ruined. The old gal, as he
called her since she turned sixty-five, married wisely and forged her
sons into useful people. She raised herself. All he ever raised were
books, the effort now hanging down dusty unlabeled shelves in the
obscure corners of university libraries, where a fat lazy dean might
pity him – and often, his publishers – and select one work for the
semester.
He was not ungrateful, no. Many of his peers were treated with the
unkindness of being no longer read or published while they lived. So
yes, there was a cube of gratitude in his cup. But the thing was
dissolving in the simmering heat of everything else that should,
ordinarily, matter. He knew, for instance, more about the
international journals where his work has been excerpted than he did
Priscilla, her children, and their children. Birthdays were
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forgotten as soon as they were celebrated, to be misremembered next
year, even though the old gal had written them on the first pages of
half the books in his library. Somehow he opened the right books on
the wrong dates. It hurt how he knew so little about these people who
had an assignment to propagate his lineage.
In the fifteen years since seventy-five, Priscilla’s boys – Isezuo,
Thomas and Omeiza – had extended his lineage in six directions:
Isezuo’s boy-girl, Tom’s two boys and Omeiza’s three girls. He was
grateful for these little ones, though they were hardly little fifteen
years later. The youngest, Tom’s boy – is it Phillip they call him –
only challenged his mother last year to stop calling him baby now that
he was ten. This happened on his 89th birthday. He remembered because it was the first time he felt shame, the first glimpse of what has
since become an obsession. While they fenced him in like a happy
rowdy mob, singing happy birthday songs, he caught himself scanning
their faces to discover who among them might be trusted to defend his
estate. The winds of genius had blown Priscilla’s boys away from
knowledge – Isezuo, a photographer, Thomas, an investment banker,
and Omeiza, a realtor. He feared their mother had bequeathed her
indifference to them and that they might have done same to their
children. He squinted harder, at the younger children. They looked
bored. It struck him that the thing he considered a great white whale
was, before his family, a hapless fingerling, whom the most curious of
them would toss in an aquarium and abandon to the endless
entertainment of casual strangers, or worse, the horrifying inquiries of
five-year-olds, who touched the glass and said, “Daddy, what is that
called?” or “Mommy, can it talk?”
The horror of this outcome burrowed into his chest and nearly wiped
him off the chair. Isezuo’s boy-girl was the quickest to rush forward
and steady him. With her furious afro and pierced nose and charcoal
lips and earrings like cymbals, Oremeyi struck him as special,
confirmed later when he learned she’d started her Ph.D. on a
scholarship. At twenty. Just like her great-grandfather. Although it
scalded him a little that she’d chosen literature, his balm was lodged
securely in her clear attachment to learning, a sure sign from the gods
who care that his estate deserved a future. If his bones had any
remaining heat, he would’ve leaped with a great and dangerous
bounce, many times, until the house caught on fire. He joked. He
watched them argue over whose birthday wish had caused this
unexpected geniality in their grumpy dying patriarch, while the true
progenitor stood some distance away, almost aloof, leaning into and
laughing with a girl dressed like a boy.
They took many pictures. He smiled more than he did as a
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twenty-seven-year old-groom – research was on his mind at the
wedding – and he asked that Oremeyi stand nearest him, dislodging
her from the youngest children, who, feeling wronged, eyed their
parents savagely. He sank into his chair, pleased. With his old
conjectures now matured into certainty in the shape of Oremeyi, he
was ready to embrace death with the same leaping joy he discovered
in life nearly a century ago. This was how he felt last year.
After she turned twenty-one – the first birthday in the family he
remembered – something shifted in her body. Oremeyi threatened to
drop out of school if her parents did not let her decide her sex.
Isezuo’s wife was slow to pick a side so Oremeyi boasted her support.
For this reason, the entire family threw their weight behind Isezuo,
except Professor Isezuo, who promptly saw in the ugly war an
opportunity to seize a wounded soldier. He invited her to stay in the
mansion for the deferred year. Her father raged to Priscilla who
grumbled to him. Professor Isezuo did not want to hear it. Couldn’t a
dying old man spend an uninterrupted year with his greatgranddaughter?
He tried to charm the girl, who was eager to be charmed. Bought her a
car. Let her implement exotic redesign ideas, which he funded. In
return, she spent time with his work, with his unfinished dreams –
manuscripts that never left the house, theories he dared not suggest for
public mouths. He exposed his whole life to her careful scrutiny. Days
became weeks, weeks, months. The confusion in her eyes began to
mist into admiration, and later, pride. She took pictures lavishly, her
slender arms thrown around his neck, laughing: “I can’t believe you’re
grandmother’s dad, prof!” He enjoyed it. That she did not constrict his
relevance in the family tree into the funerary title of great-grandfather,
which hinted people wanted you to come and be going.
Grandmother’s dad was grander, with useful roles, making him
responsible for the woman whose son gave this delightfully poetic girl
life, making him responsible. But these were little instances. Her
response to his work was the clincher. Her remarks were intelligent
and astute, not clever or witty. She took him seriously. She saw the
great white whale. This pleased him. He fired an assistant and gave
the job to her, ensuring she handled media and intimate projects like
the fifteen-school nationwide tour.
As he sat up there on the podium watching her dart about in her brown
gown jacket and blue sneakers, taking pictures from multiple angles,
he reflected with a deep satisfaction on how he was slowly immersing
her in her true destiny, baptizing her in the great broth of life under
which he had kindled a big fire. And at the end of the lecture when
she slid her arm carelessly into his own, escorting him out to press, he
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was quick to give her credit, to tell the smitten journalists, as if they
were too stupid to know, “that’s a question for my brilliant great grand
-daughter,” and she’d chuckle in that complicit way she knew how.
But the fifteenth lecture had felt like a bereavement. The tour had
sewn the fabric of their chemistry, stitched it so tight escape was
impossible. He feared the tour was his last hold on her. And now that
it was over, she’d reevaluate her choices and arrive decisively at a
solid one like all smart people, leap from his grip like the energetic
dog she is and leave him standing in the middle of the park holding a
purposeless leash. And what would anyone do with that?
The car pulled up to the house, a goliath of architecture in whose sight
the neighboring houses were terrified Israelites. Professor Isezuo had
poured his Nobel Prize on this mansion, tearing down his father’s
one-story and erecting this towering monolith which awed both his
detractors and their detractors. Other houses sighed enviously and
looked up to it. The mansion did not have direct social contact with
the Ageva community. Its owner was considered proud and immodest,
an opinion which swelled when Oremeyi arrived with her loud
fashion, music, beer and girlfriends. Professor Isezuo did not mind the
community or its opinion. Their jealousies pushed them away and
made space for him. And yet, how much time was he given alone?
The house, with its army of uniformed maids, received journalists,
high commissioners, low commissioners, academic faculties, and once
in a while, a besotted celebrity who had had a brief brush with
anthropology. Along came one poet, Sierra Leonean; a jazz artist,
Angolan; a performance artist, Indian; a hip-hop producer, Egyptian:
The list swelled as the world suspected his final day was close. And
this surge of guests was something to count on. Professor Isezuo
became so desperate for Oremeyi to stay he even contemplated
inviting that baldie, the one she never shuts up about, that Nigerian
who devours Balzac and criticizes photography for that American
magazine. She’d confided her passion for photography to him and
equally, her frustration at her father’s reluctance to support her pursuit
of it.
Although he felt slighted that she still harbored ambitions north of his
own, Professor Isezuo’s goal in inviting Mr. Cole wasn’t to offer
support. It was, instead, to demonstrate to her the irresistible draw of
the mansion and reinforce its spell, convince her not to abandon it.
But even this invitation had not gone out because he was terrified she
might misread his visit – when she realized who invited him – as
his approval. If this happened, his legacy would never rise above the
mansion. What he wanted, deeply, was for the mansion to acquire the
intimate publicity of a place of worship, a kind of Mecca or Jerusalem,
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but with his legacy as dome and deity. With Oremeyi’s fierce
intelligence at the helm, the mansion could become a harbor for
worthy voyagers – humans of all disciplines and races who appreciate anthropology – and pirates – academics, who he expected would
visit to gloat superiorly when he was dead. He had seen her handle
them during the tour. Once, when a fancy degree-holding dean insisted the venue be moved hours before the lecture, she laughed in his
face. She had moved near this grim-eyed man, who was forced to retreat two steps, then she said, in a voice loud enough for students and
lecturers present: “People like you make offices like yours unattractive to people like me. You know why? These things on your
shoulder.” (She said it so confidently the man had to check.)
“Professor Isezuo has not traveled six states to be embarrassed by the
likes of you. Now please, if you don’t mind terribly, we’d like to
begin setting up the hall.” Of course, the driver narrated it to him
afterwards so his version may be slightly bogus.
The driver came round and helped him out of the car. Professor Isezuo
looked past his shoulder at the red sports car pulling up to the house
and he severely eyed the girl getting off. He remembered her from his
birthday last year. When last year Oremeyi brought boys to the house,
it was not too much. He made them scamper with a furious wave of
his walking stick. That was natural, for men to respond to threats. But
a woman, a strong-minded woman, you couldn’t terrify her. Women
have code. His own wife, Daphne, had told him. The walls of the first
floor were dotted by Daphne’s portraits, pouring her easy laughter
permanently, making the living room a kind of museum – all his
history was on the wall: He could touch, feel, and remember all the
things he could not forget. These memories would be here, living,
while he decayed and fell off the wagon of life. For a second, he
envied them their durability. But it quickly passed. He focused,
instead, on Daphne’s unrivaled beauty, replicated in Priscilla and
doubly so in Oremeyi and her cousins. Briefly, he envied Daphne. She
had passed something down. Long after her physical body decayed,
sheremained vital and visible, even influential, in the spiritual, where
it mattered. Daphne looked magisterial, impeccable and imperial,
hanging up there in the company of abstract paintings, gifts from
Mexican and Iranian and Eritrean artists. Boy, he lived.
He nodded and the driver, assisted now by a maid, helped him gain
the second floor, where he’d established a personal library. His lawyer
and recently dead friend, Ekwechi Daniel, said two years ago the
library was close to 31,000 books. Meaning he overtook Umberto Eco
800 books ago, which pleased him, even though they had
exchanged emails and shared coffee in Malmö. The library was
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strategic. It separated the first floor from the third floor where they
kept the TV and other kinds of entertainment. He wanted those who
sought the reward of the third floor to first encounter the magic of the
library, his presence a spectral guide looming forever above the
stacked shelves. As he settled into his bed, he wanted the Ageva
community to hold its collective breath every time the house was
photographed in a national paper, or telecast internationally – maybe
when he’s dead – and for them to beat their chests and say, “I knew
that man. I walked past that house. The camera doesn’t do it justice.
You need to see it for yourself.”
He tried to sleep. For a long time, the moaning noises from Oremeyi’s
room were a barrier.
***
Professor Adarehi Obembe Isezuo died aged ninety-two. The ancestral
mansion fell directly to his twenty-three-year old great-granddaughter.
The family lawyer insisted, even though Isezuo was prominent in his
protest. When authority would not convince, he begged her. But the
house and the thrill of its ownership possessed Oremeyi in a demonic
way. Her deferred year became two. The University of Aberdeen did
not send another notification after the professor died – rumors spread
that she had been treated special because he was a legacy. Oremeyi no
longer cared for that. All day she posed with her large cats for stylemagazine photographers who wore trousers that clung to their thighs.
It seemed she had merely stepped on the gas of the late professor’s
celebrity, speeding through the life he had left her, naturally, as if she
had done this all her life. Journalists came often from New York and
Belfast and Tokyo and wrote stories with headlines like “Gorge
Anthropoid: How Professor Isezuo’s Great-Granddaughter Spends
Her Day.” Some of these journalists were handsome and great lays
upstairs in the six-foot waterbed.
Sometimes she had a boyfriend. Sometimes, a girlfriend. Her old
rebellion and protest about gender quickly crumbled under the weight
of her new freedom and she moved freely between sexes. To all who
questioned her, she would say, “I’m going to forbid you from visiting
my house and then we’ll see who’s in charge, no?”
She requested and devoured several large advances from his London
publishers. She installed a large pool in the great house, bought a
Corvette, then another in the color red. She hosted school visits from
student bodies which often ended in drunk orgies – these universities
were Christian and private so the students gravitated easily towards
depravity. One of the students, on the pretext of taking his girl to the
movies, ran off with a Corvette. A girlfriend went in the red corvette
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to buy fuel and never returned. She lowered her tastes. It seemed that
her desires had been threatening to explode, prevented by decorum for
so long until she was thrust into a great position to act on every
impulse, with minimal consequences. Still, with her taste in company
lowered, she fucked his mentee/biographer, Amos, a sweet and
facially hairless man of fourty-eight with a young pregnant wife. After
a week, he called Oremeyi his escape. She called him nothing,
preferring to see things from a position of detachment, from where she
could – once her tastes regained ascendancy – pull the plug on
things. Amos’s wife gave birth. And again. Still, Oremeyi fucked him.
At one point she dragged him through all the unoccupied rooms in the
house and when he collapsed on her in the guest bathroom, she felt a
pang of agony. She was struck by the realization that she’d left her
benefactor nothing, might have even chased him out of the house,
having tainted the rooms with shrieks of stolen pleasure.
Amos was virile in a way that terrified her. And maybe it terrified him
too. After their second child was born at home, he moved into the
mansion.
“You want to hear what I told her? I told her I need to be close to the
manuscripts I’m investigating for the biography. All this research I
need to do.”
He laughed and made to scoop her. She let herself be scooped and
accepted his reason in the same simple way the mother of his children
did. She felt suddenly under his power and did not resist.
Amos, with his owlish eyes and Houdini hairline, was not any metric
of handsome. This prevented any whispers. The public held her to
former tastes. And it helped her, too, to remember he was ugly, a
phase, and when she felt like it she could yank him out of her life. But
she continued not to feel like it. She did succeed in fighting off real
attachments. Not because he was married, but because one simply
could not pour all that beauty and free will on the husk he wore as
skin. She had hoped familiarity would enlarge her weariness with him
and compel her to throw him out. But each time she saw him hunched
over on the bare floor of the library, poring through several half
opened books, writing furiously, his stature rose in her eyes and his
desolate attractiveness formed solidity.
She grew an appetite for making things hard for him and he in turn, as
if it were a child’s game, persisted in trying to dismantle her old
barriers, which lost their sturdiness and became flimsy quickly. So she
did not realize how much of her independence he’d peeled off until he
proposed marriage. He asked her over dinner at home, the wind blowing gently outside, two candles nodding dully, denying the china
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beauty. She stopped eating and looked up. She could’ve seen how yes
might completely erode the roots of her independence. What she saw,
at once, was that marriage might be the thing destined to save her
from the ruin impending. “Yes” evacuated her lips so quietly she had
to look at him smiling triumphantly in the semi-darkness to know how
she answered. Her lack of alarm hardly registered.
While they planned for the wedding, he proposed they sell the
mansion and move away. She saw at once how right and wise he was.
For the health of their union, they had to flee this house and its
weighty history, the old man’s disapproval, the muted reprobation of
her grandmother, the fatal disappointment of her father, which lurked
beneath every smile, and the hot glare of the Ageva community.
She applied to Omeiza for his valuation of the mansion. He looked at
her, twice, and said, “You’re sure this is what you want to do?”
She shrugged. “Something must be done next, uncle O. This feels like
it.”
***

It fetched a pretty sum. And so at twenty-rive, Oremeyi left Ageva to
begin a life with a fifty-year old man in whose complete authority
Professor Isezuo’s final unpublished manuscripts rested. They settled
in Lagos and avoided getting pregnant as she’d never desired the care
of children. Their life settled into a bleak rhythm. She had no
compulsion to see the mansion until her grandmother passed at ninetytwo, which was when she learned just who had bought the mansion.
Oremeyi was now forty-seven and Amos seventy-two.
Something changed at the funeral. Amos’ ex-wife, an Ageva native,
attended the funeral with her two children, now in their early twenties.
Oremeyi passed by them as they talked to their father. She caught
something in the sharp glint of their hateful glares that corrected
something in her. It felt like they had, with one long look, reached
inside her and snapped in two something no one had ever tried to
bend. Amos looked happy, too, and when they got to Lagos he told
her he missed being a father. She avoided him. She’d often speak to
him harshly, urging him to finish the manuscript, for which they’d
kept the publishers waiting twenty years. Amos would not be
cowered. He’d make a mean face and grumble at her lack of empathy.
Did she think his bones were renewed at the speed of her own? At
other times he protested the lack of help. Though she told him they
could not afford a research assistant, she found a lean serious girl of
nineteen, an avid reader of complex things. Oremeyi taught in an
adult education course so her afternoons were spent predictably away
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from home. Once, she dashed back to pick her semester outline and
found Amos in the girl’s mouth. They did not speak after that, but
they continued to share the house, united by the undelivered promise
of their respective talents. She was tired. Of him. It seemed to her that
the thing she wanted to happen at twenty-five or twenty-six was only
happening now.
***
Isezuo died a week after Oremeyi turned fifty-seven. She was eager to
see the mansion after ten years but hoped it was the last time. It hurt to
look at it and walk away. She was shocked to find the house young.
Its age was tucked with grace behind it. It seemed unfazed by the
newer colorful houses around it. The fresh gleaming black of the newly tarred roads improved its appearance. She found, in fact, the house
looked better than her, twice better than Amos, whom she had since
seen for the inferior hack he truly was, the eighty-two-year old fraud
who now required assistance to walk. It seemed to her at the funeral,
as her eighty-five-year old mother wept on her knees, that her
relatives were mourning something else. Something about her
appearing with a frail Amos had torn a nerve in their eyes and they
bled freely while she struggled. It struck her, as her father was
lowered, that she had been given many lives and she’d lived little.
After the funeral, she called Amos privately and returned his ring,
begging that he send her things down when he could, along with the
manuscript, which she was resolved to finish. He looked at her
crudely and shrugged, a natural cruelty she once misread as
indifference. That night she slept on the bare floor of the second floor.

***
A letter came to the house after Amos departed, from the estate
lawyer, requesting her urgently. In disgrace, she went, suddenly aware
how dire her situation could become, especially if Amos refused to let
go of the manuscript. Already, the publishers were threatening to sue.
Before she met the lawyer she called Amos. He pretended to be hard
of hearing, twice, something she’d seen him do to his former wife
thirty-three years ago. A girl’s chuckle in the background made her
bite her tongue.

The sprawling offices of Messrs. Dan Ekwechi stood off the plain
hills of Iruvucheba like a cast-off segment of nature, increasing
Oremeyi’s despair. Daniel Ekwechi Jr. had his late grandfather’s
honest geniality.
“I’m so sorry for your loss. Thank you for making it down here so
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quickly, Mrs. Obento.”
“I was left little choice, summoned as I was. Ms. Isezuo, please.”
He bowed. “I’m sorry. I didn’t realize you had reclaimed papa’s
name.”
He charmed easily. Oremeyi imagined his wife and three children
fighting for his attention daily.
“Water, tea, juice?”
“Let’s just be done with it.”
He bowed. “As you wish, ma’am.”
He opened a small briefcase and shuffled some sturdy papers.
He plucked three or four and looked up, beaming.
“Your family loves you.”
She imagined this was the kind of thing he was used to hearing.
She tried to be rude, to force him into her position.
“All I’ve done is behave badly.”
He smiled. “Now that Mr. Isezuo is dead – ”
“I have no claim to the house. I know that. But I’m sure you realize,
seeing I have resumed the use of his name, that my situation with my
husband has changed.”
He nodded. An understanding man.
“In that case, I appeal to you to employ me as a cleaning maid for the
house. Nobody knows its interiors like me. As for lodging, the library
is room enough.”
He looked aghast. Oremeyi was sorry for her boldness. She had
always known what she wanted, and taken it. Now look what it did,
look how it turned this gentle soft-spoken man into a beast.
Sheexpected him to stomp up to her and pour down the reprobation
she thoroughly deserved.
He walked towards her, took her hands and dropped the papers in
them. She looked at him. How wrong. How wrong! He was not angry
at all. His eyes were small bulbs of kindness. The very milk of
humanity poured from them. He nodded down so she looked at the
papers and nearly passed from shock, the kind of happiness that can
be cruelty. He steadied her. After she died at ninety-two, leaving a
published biography of the old man and a six-story Isezuo library,
users often claimed they’d encountered her walking around the
shelves, cleaning and wiping books in the anthropology section.
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Brent Ameneyro
Heads or Tails
Half-shadowed
face. Chess board
with the pieces in their
starting places. My only
memory from kindergarten
is of a kid putting a quarter
in his mouth.
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Only One Human Was Involved
Cricket chirping
endlessly. Faint droning
of a wind chime,
delicate collisions of
hollow metal tubes. Red
star or Mars. Quarter
moon. Christmas lights
in July.
An automated system
just called. It asked a
question, I responded
with the dial pad. There
was a conversation and
only one human was
involved.

The cricket’s gone quiet.
Oscillating humming
and buzzing from the air
conditioner. Silhouettes
of magnolia and
backyard furniture.
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Sunday Morning
Going for a walk,
looking for a good place
to scatter the ashes
of my one-year-old kitten.
A bird nest knocked over
in the wild grass, speckled
blue eggs
cracked open. The skeleton
of a tiny rodent
sprawled out on the bike path.
Carrying a wood box
alongside the dried stream.
Thin tree trunk
snapped in half. The zephyr blows
dandelion seeds into a
sewer drain.
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Daril Bentley
Aspens Reflected on Water
Stoic now, I keep coming back here to listen to the rills
of this antediluvian waterway
to try to discern
the preposterous works of fiction
From the scandalous chronicles of history.
There were voices once
prophetic and clear –
crying out from the rock and from the depth of the soil.
Our wise took their disquisitions from the source.
But all I can hear is the trickle
of futility,
and all I can see is nature’s unaccountable scrawl
In an alien cuneiform
upon this liquid parchment scrolling by –
eyeing the twisted reflection of I don’t know how many
crooked pencils.
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Woman Wayside
She stares me in the eye and spits
her acidic tobacco at the acrid macadam –
this woman waylaid beside the road
I’ve held the shoulder of for months now of sojourn alone.
How wise the ways of silence –
given hatred, given love.
I ask her nothing of the news.
She neither offers explanation of the mutt that sits
Beside her nor lips her positions on contemporary politics.
She removes her chaw and picks
her teeth with a chicken bone –
splintered, no doubt, by the of and the of and the of
Of governments and lovers. Bowing to madam,
I rise and shoulder my load –
looking out from under my hand and sizing up the distance.
She just nods along my shoes.
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Buff Whitman-Bradley
Waiting
These days I sit with my beloved in the main waiting area of the
radiation center where a year ago we spent six weeks in separate
rooms. Each day we'd kiss at the clinic's entrance, then I would go
to the patients' lockers, disrobe and put on a hospital gown before
being laid upon a table to have X-rays sent rocketing through my
neck. Some days when we parted at the front door, so profoundly
weary and small I felt, that I'd shed a few tears, like a child being
dropped off at school for the first time. But what was it like for her,
sitting with the other accompaniers in those comfortably anonymous
furnishings, reading magazines, doing sudoku, while I was under the
gun? What is it like to deliver a loved one day after day after day to
the accumulating agonies of cancer treatment, unable to do anything
but hunker down within yourself?

Now when we return every few months for a checkup, we take
chairs by the anteroom's large windows until the oncologist is ready
to see us, and I watch the others waiting there. They are outwardly
composed, almost nonchalant, sometimes chatting quietly with each
other about how to help with loss of appetite, flagging spirits, burn
skin. But what is the inner reality? Are their emotions in chaos? Are
they pummeled by dread? Do their minds race unstoppably with
dire imaginings? My wife has told me that while she tried to remain
optimistic, to focus on a successful outcome, she felt the hurt of
helplessness as she watched me every day for thirty days disappear
around the corner into those forbidding chambers, seeming meeker
and frailer as the treatments wore on.
When a session was complete and I came out buttoning my shirt or
smoothing my hair, to be gathered into her enormous kindness and
taken home, she'd always ask me how it went. “Okay,” I'd tell her,
because I didn't know what else to say about the weird, ghostly,
painless blitzkrieg I'd survived for one more day, survived largely, I
believed, because she was always there at battle's end, waiting for
me to come out – When Johnny comes marching home again,
Hurrah! Hurrah!
I think now of the quiet valor, the fierce and stoic determination, the
heroic patience, of so many who wait – I have seen them in
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hospitals, in emergency rooms, outside the gates of prisons, I have
watched them on the television news at the scenes of tragedies while
officials sort the living from the dead. But I also think of the ordinary
steadfastness of mothers and fathers on rainy days on the sidewalks
outside schools, of the eager anticipation of friends and lovers and
relatives at restaurants and movie theaters, at airports and bus stops
and train stations. And I think of all of us whose lives have come into
sharper focus, have made a deeper kind of sense somehow, in large
and small ways, because someone was there waiting for us in just the
right place, at just the right time.
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Having coffee with the dead
Two or three times a week
I have coffee
With friends who have died.
We sit over a cup of espresso
At a local cafe
Or at my dining room table
With a mug of freshly brewed dark roast –
Actually, I'm the only one partaking,
My friends have given up beverages –
And I tell them a bit
About what's going on in my life,
Perhaps something that's troubling me,
And they listen with the same open-hearted generosity
That was true of them
When they were alive,
Never second-guessing
Or inserting their own opinions,
Never arguing or disapproving,
Sometimes offering another perspective
When I am troubled by guilt and regret
Over past wrongs
Or anxieties about health and old age.
No one could ask
For more supportive friends
And I often feel selfish
For doing all the talking.
I want them to know
How much I appreciate their attention
And how much I still care about them,
So each time,
As our little klatch comes to an end,
I thank them for listening,
Tell them I miss them,
And always make sure to ask,
And how about you?
What's it like being dead?
To which they invariably reply,
Oh, it's nothing, really,
Nothing at all.
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David Chorlton
A Bone
Calcium shadows
run through the caves
inside a vertebra
found on the desert
where it lay, stripped clean
and separated
from the others in its chain
that used to dip
and sway along a creature’s back.
I keep it for the form,
for the dry weight
in my hand
when I turn it around
to feel the broken symmetry
where the honeycomb darkness
appears through a crack.
It was white
in the sun, pushing
its way between stones
as if the animal
could be reassembled
bone by bone. It fit
into the landscape,
part ghost, part monument,
and on those days
heat takes hold so tightly
we hallucinate
I pick it up
and wind my fingers
into the crevices
to experience the indestructible
shape of thirst.
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Calling the Past
At the far end
of a long-distance call
the streetcar’s bell and rattle
come through clearly,
then the conductor’s voice
names the street where I lived.
He holds the receiver to the wind
for me to hear
how it sweeps rain
against the windows.
Someone wants to speak with you,
he says, and the uncle,
dead these twenty years,
clears his throat
and asks whether anyone is listening.
It’s safe, I tell him
and he whispers the way he used to.
Can he connect me to 1974?
He asks me to hold,
then I hear his footsteps
as he walks away
through a snowfall of static.
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The Cuckoo at the Border
A cuckoo who sings on a hidden branch
has laid her eggs among those
of a thrush. The money in our pockets changes
from currency to currency
when we walk through the forest
where darkness reserves are stored
for the resumption of hostilities
and the watchtower has been outlived by its shadow.
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William Doreski
Parsing a Ruin
An old factory slumped by the river.
Rust-stains, fragrance of decay.
You dare me to enter and prowl
for useful scraps of metal.
Vandals have wrenched the doors
from their hinges, so I sidle
inside, my senses tingling
with the misty essence of ghost.
You wait outside and prod me
with verbs tinted sunny colors
as if looting abandoned buildings
were a regular crime for us.
An iridescence permeates
the huge open space. It rises
from the river sloughing below,
its practical current tethered
to a turbine no longer in use.
History doesn’t apply to this place,
a single dimension splayed
like a carnation. I putter

through trash piles and discover
unbroken test tubes and retorts,
tongs, a Bunsen burner, a book
of formulae for mixing dyes.
Nothing you’d want. You shout
that dark is fluxing from the sky
so you’re sheltering in the car.
A single throb of thunder creaks

across an unplanned distance.
I accept the rebuke and withdraw,
leaving a disappointed sigh
flustering through the rafters.
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Hiding in the car with you
while rain bastes every surface
I watch the old factory fade
and fold into itself: a dream
of ruin we can’t replicate,
embalmed in old orange brick
with the river in the basement
miming the dignity of speech.
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Competing Scriptures
Have you seen a dragonfly
this summer? Lacking that quick
iridescence, the season feels
unfinished, a room without
pictures on the walls. Drought
may account for the absence,
or the shock of radio waves,
or sinister underground noises,
or the machinations of thick
old men in government plotting
to erase competing scriptures.
Today we have to face the baldness
of our tires, the depletion
of our liquor supply, the silence
where cicadas used to chirr.
Is this the gradual martyrdom
we promised each other and ourselves?
Is this the grinding of slow gears
we observed rusting beside
the railroad in North Cambridge
where Eliot heard street pianos
tinkling in the cusp of memory?
Dragonflies, damselflies, fireflies.
They shaped the summer to their will,
so now it’s slack as a paper bag:
an empty paper bag left
in a room without pictures
on the walls. We complete ourselves,
phrase by phrase, severing heads
as we go. Lashing more fiercely
than the wind of thunderstorms,
our losses punish and degrade
the environment, sculpting us
in caricature, our features warped
and our flowers drooping on stems
too ambitious to support them.
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Jessica Edgerton
the Ecstatic
when did I build a late room to insulate torrents
against the screen tilting into expanse the
ecstatic and you will be for me a hurricane and I will
be for you new eyes I lean into your openness and fall against
earthed prose touching the darkness we once touched
my weight of emptiness my jaw-worn temptations solving
courtesies imbibing distance into algorithms of wrung hope is it not
enough to altar my certainty must you also make me live in it
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Let Us Refuse to Speak of Loneliness
let us refuse to speak of loneliness,
the way it inhales fear like a
wolf, the way it soundtracks a
life into absent ticking of
other notches, disguises as
waiting and waiting a small hope
but mostly more waiting. to have stood
one time in the trees, unencumbered,
bellowed. to have lain upon a floor
too long. these are not the things we say
out loud to ones almost loving us. open
our tongues to have them silenced.
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Myopia
I have not arrived at half myself,
Have not carved refracted air
Into one continuous motion of
Clayed earth, opened palms
I have consolationed a million
Ways to despair a creature
Pluck her feathers from their follicles
Forget she waits to breathe
Again. Do we know where darkness
Leads? To light upon light, but
I prefer to asunder my past, colliding
Transparencies instead of present you
I have discerned to modernize my needs,
Compress them into tight pillars of salt. To
Untranslate oblivion, as if language alone
Were enough to determine truth. As if
Words were finite, and responsible.
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Erica Goss
A Life in Reverse
At seventy-eight, my father steals a car
and crashes into the Olympic National Forest.
He doesn’t hear the helicopters circling,
searching for an old man who’s wandered
away from home. At forty my father
drives a cab in San Francisco, takes
the slippery hills extra fast to jolt tourists
in the back seat. At thirty-seven,
my father racks up speeding tickets
on the San Bernardino Freeway,
his life a moving violation, wife
and children long gone. At twenty-two,
my father stands guard at Checkpoint Charlie,
navigates the U-Bahn, plays jazz,
escaped from the grease and stink
of his father’s L.A. garage,

but he’ll never be free of cars, will tinker
with them for the rest of his life,
fall asleep in them, wreck them, abandon them,
the road ahead aimed at the distant horizon.
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Beautiful Fakes
After hours of not grabbing
the smooth cold hands of statues
and not wrapping myself
in moth-soft tapestries
and not slapping the hard
little seats of eighteenth century chairs
I stagger into the gift shop,
exhausted from being so close
to so many world treasures,
stand in line to buy a Brueghel
canvas tote, a Nefertiti
rubber stamp, a calendar
of Van Gogh’s most garish flowers,
then leave, my cache
of beautiful fakes no less precious
for their workaday purposes,
no less worthy for their
mass-produced glamor.
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Dispatch from a Warming Planet
Lying awake
on the surface of Earth,
I think about
the brown-throated sloth,
a bumblebee lifting
from a pink clover blossom,
the breast-bone
of an elephant.
I add them to
my mind’s museum
of vanishing
natural history,
its ever-expanding rooms
filled with dioramas
of the disappeared
where I’ll walk someday,
a tourist
of my own fading memories
and wonder why
the curator chose to keep
this leaf-nosed bat,
that black rhino.
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Horoscope
You need to learn how to plan,
Taurus. This would be a bad time
to schedule open-heart surgery.
You have anger issues, but
not everything is a battle.
Work a little harder.

Yeah, you like gardening
and food and sex. Cotton instead
of polyester. You yearn for love,
but don’t be a conquest, even when
you lack initiative. Something dazzling
bubbles in your future. I can’t
really say what, though, with Venus
moving from Capricorn to Aquarius.
That explains why you’re feeling
off today, like everything is a mirage.
No Taurus ever invented anything
useful. It’s because you hate uncertainty.
You’re afraid to take risks, afraid they’ll
boomerang and hit you in the face.
You’d rather stare at a rock.
Remember how much you paid
for that slice of agate? Clearly,
Venus rules you. I keep trying
to tell you, Taurus, you’re too
materialistic. Loosen up, old bull.
Everything is connected.
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Rural Roadside with Smashed Car
I’ve been driving a lot lately,
thousands of miles north
and south and back again.
One hot day between
two small dry towns, sleep
dragged my eyelids down
and the highway went black.
A siren shocked me awake.
My limbs flooding
with sparkling pain, a dream
reversing itself from my mind,
I yanked the steering wheel,
pulling the car from the road’s
untidy edge just in time.
It was not my day
to die among the litter
and roadkill, which is why
three times in one afternoon
I returned to a smashed car
I’d passed while out driving,
trying to grasp
its crushed front end
and how beautifully
the pebbles of safety glass
glimmered, like scattered pearls.
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Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois
Photogenic
1.
Your face swirls
around the bright blue madness of your eyes
Your bottled-up rage explodes
and we are flung
as in an action movie
and land in the basket of a new rollercoaster
one that doesn’t rely on gravity
or other laws of physics
2.
Neurons fire and misfire
love and hate coexist
Your indifference
rolls in like a tide
and makes me feel like my heart
has been plucked out and
set in a gondola
The gondolier picks it up and
bounces it on the end of his paddle
He yodels like a cowboy
3.
You step off a vaporetto
onto a Venice dock
to meet me
but St. Mark’s Square is flooded again
I cannot leave the opera hall
The singers, feeling antsy
decide to repeat their performance
for free
for everyone trapped with them
They are terrible singers
They mutilate the score
Your blue eyes drift
over the water in St. Mark’s Square
You are as photogenic as the Hell
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described by Dante
Your neurons are as striated
as the walls of the Grand Canyon
I feel hopeless
living with you
I feel damaged
without you
I feel deranged
in either case
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Kyle Hemmings
Frida in Love
Frida studies an old photo
of her and her madrina. She thinks:
Make me new again, Godmother, this time
without holes and slip of shoddy bone,
a gait that goes nowhere. Make me
two lovers, a he and a she,
both whom I can be faithful to.
She pays a boy to take her by mule
to a pond of shallow water.
There, she tears
the photo into little shards
of what-used-to-mean. She throws
everything to chance and hopes
everything will come back,
sooner or later,
reassembled
as if in the mind of a melancholy cubist
but without the pain
of Picasso’s women.
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Diego Rivera Stepping Out
Diego is making unhurried love
to Frida's sister, Christina.
She pinches his big belly
in various locations and to
maintain his constant arousal, his love
of life, color, and risk. Such smoothness
for a thick hefty coat of
whispering flesh, she thinks.
Below his waist,
she kneads him. He, in turn,
runs his tongue in circular motions
around her nipples, making them erect,
almost freakish.
Here and there, the pores on his skin
remind her of the battlefields
her grandfather once told her about
when she was small. She remembered
him saying that both sides
claimed victory but
when the ground opened up,
each side lost a little
of everything.
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Broken Pony
Diego buys Frida
a pony. It might
help her get over
Trotsky's death.
But the pony
is found to have
a bad leg.
Diego says
he must put
her down.
Frida locks
herself
in a room
and paints
the pony
from memory.
She places her
in a forest
with small
red and yellow
flowers. And birds.
Smiling toucans.
There, says Frida,
it's finished.
I've given you
a better life.
Just then,
a gunshot
off
in the distance.
Frida wipes
the paint
from
her fingers.
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Bad Dream
After the blast
everyone can hear
the sound of ash
of distant repressed voices
from under
the floorboards.
Trotsky is shaken,
his wrist, skin-nicked,
he wants to scream
but his voice rebels
against him.
The patrons beat
the shooter,
chase him outside the bar.
Vultures follow
his bloody prints.
That night,
after Frida scorns
Lev for a younger lover
with no overseas baggage,
Trotsky lies next to his wife
and shivers. He asks her
to hold him.
She tells him to go
to sleep. She too
has just had a bad dream.
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Room of Busts
Diego makes
a wax bust of
every lover
he’s had the pleasure
to crack. None of them
have eyes and cannot
remember the things
he’s done. With Frida,
he lights a candle
places the flame
next to one side
of her face.
Two small streams
melt and run down
her cheek.
This is how
he wants to remember
her,
He leaves
and shuts the door.
In his mind
the room sealed
forever
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Taryn Hendrix
Run
(Originally Published in Phosphene. Reprinted with permission)

I blinked at the hazy light. The music changed to the gravelly voice of
Tom Waits singing “In Between Love.” There was a boy. He and his
friends – pretty girls and boys – danced. He shuffled around without
skill. As the bridge slowed, he slowed. His old tennis shoes had fresh
streaks of dirt from the dirty bar floor.
The music stopped, and so did he. He tipped his hat to me and the
side smile grew a bit. I waved and hit Eric’s shoulder. He jumped in
surprise.
“Damn it, Sunshine.”
“Sorry!” I looked back down at my water glass.
“Pay attention, kid.” He clapped me on the back. Eric was
twenty-five. His hair was a perfect set of tall black curls, and his skin
was an ashy brown. He shaved daily, but his stubble had
already grown in. His handsome face was slightly offset by a
missing tooth near the front of his mouth, but he still smiled boldly.
His oversized corduroy dress coat hung on the back of his chair.
His eyes were black and wild.
“Where are we headed tonight, anyway?” Leon, my brother, took a
swig of beer. He was tall, and his flannel hung looser on his
shoulders than it had last summer.
“The request is up in Colville.” Eric sipped his whiskey.
“All the way out there?”
“They told me they need it by Monday morning.”
“That’s at least 500 miles.” He took another gulp. “I’m not letting you
schedule anymore.”
“We’ll drive through the night, both nights. Sunshine can drive, if
need be.”
Leon laughed. “I’m sure we’ll manage.” He took another sip. “If we
don’t stop.”
Jimmy, the bartender, ran over to our table.
“Jimmy, another, Jim.” Eric held out his glass.
Jimmy fidgeted a bit. He stood, opened his mouth a few times,
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but couldn’t speak.
“Jim?”
“Andy’s here.” Jimmy’s voice cracked.
Eric searched the dark corners of the bar. His was paler. He was
suddenly frantic. “You let him in here? Why?”
“I’m not a bouncer.” Jimmy sat down at our table. “Look, I don’t
know if he’s here for sure. But a good number of his friends are.”
The boy and his friends had ordered drinks. They were talking and
laughing. Another group of men walked in front of them.
“Eric – look.” Leon grabbed me roughly by the shoulder and pulled
me in front of him protectively. I looked back over at the dancing boy
again, who met my gaze just for a second. I looked toward the front
entrance, where a middle-aged man, dressed like he was sixteen,
guarded the door. I looked ahead as Leon pushed me toward the back
door and Eric ran.
We bolted outside to Eric’s Volvo. I crammed into the back with Leon
as Eric jammed the keys in the ignition. It revved to life unwillingly
and we weaved onto the road.
Leon leaned his head against the seat and sighed deeply.
“We gotta keep driving ‘til morning.”
“Leon. We’ve got time.” He pulled out of the lot and turned onto the
main road before he spoke again. “You okay, Sunny?” Eric looked
over his shoulder at me and patted my leg.
Leon glared at him. “She’s fine.”
“Yeah – don’t worry. I’m fine.” I nodded at Leon.
Eric looked back at the road, his face a little more somber. “Hope
Jimmy’s okay.”
Leon lit a cigarette. He exhaled. “Me too.” He flicked it out the
window, his hand cocked to the side out the barely open window.
I stared out the window. Eric refused to turn on the radio. I leaned my
head against my window. The rumble of the road beneath was
soothing.
I woke up to the May morning, as Eric was pulling into a gas station.
He hit the curb as he pulled up to the front, and the jolt woke Leon.
He cursed loudly as he undid his seatbelt.
“It’s your turn to pay for gas.”
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Leon rolled his eyes. “Last time you filled up it we only needed half a
tank.”
Eric grabbed his wallet. “Here’s a five. Go fill up while Sunny and I
get food.” Eric sidled into the store.
Leon put the five in his pocket and pulled out a credit card I didn’t
recognize. “Get me a Snickers, okay?”
I dashed into the store to catch up with Eric. He was over by the
magazines, with basket already full of his favorite mark-down
sandwiches. On the top was a bag of salt and vinegar chips. He picked
up a collector’s edition of the Rolling Stone and another magazine
wrapped in brown paper.
“You forgot Leon’s.”
Eric smirked. “Not yours.” He tucked the magazines behind the chips.
He grabbed a fifth of thirty-five-dollar whiskey, and six tallboys.
I grabbed candy for Leon and we walked to the front.
“ID, please.”
Eric pulled out a Wisconsin ID.
“Yours, too.” He nodded at me.
“I left mine at home.” I stuttered.
The clerk sighed. “You know I can’t.” The clerk spoke to Eric,
ignoring me.
“This is my kid sister. C’mon, man.”
“Doesn’t matter.”

There was a pause while they looked at each other. Eric’s jaw
clenched tighter.
“Leave, Sunshine.” I looked up at him, surprised by the sudden
harshness in his voice.
“I'm sorry – ”
“I said go.”
I jogged out the door in a hurry. I heard the attendant still insisting,
“I still can't.”
Leon sat in on the hood of the car. I leaned next to him. His second
cigarette was half gone.
“Where’s Eric?” Leon looked annoyed. “I hope he remembered the
goddamn coffee.”
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“I don’t think he did.” I played with the lining of my fake leather
jacket. I ground my old combat boots into the gravel.
“Fuck!” Leon waved at Eric through the door, mouthing “COFFEE.”
“Stop!” I hit Leon on the shoulder. “He’s talking to the guy. He
seemed pissed.”
“Who, Eric?”
“The cashier wouldn’t sell him.”
“Shit.” Leon’s muscles tensed. “Not again.” There were no other cars
in the lot. Leon got in the driver’s seat and started the car and
motioned me inside. I sat next to him. A half hour had passed since
we arrived.
“He’s taking too long.” Leon drummed his knuckles on the steering
wheel.
Just then, the door opened and Eric walked out. He carried a plastic
bag on one arm and three cups of coffee balanced in a cardboard
holder. He set everything on the hood before kicking the curb
repeatedly.
Leon rolled his eyes and rushed out of the car, took the coffee, and
with his free hand opened the door. I climbed to my place in the back.
Leon handed me the hot chocolate. Once Eric was done, he climbed in
the driver’s seat.
“Let’s stop at the next station. Keep Sunshine in the car this time.”
Leon’s face relaxed.
That night, after a quick dinner in Moscow, we crossed the border
back into Pullman. Eric was in the driver’s seat, drinking out of a
mason jar with a sleeve over it. Leon drank out of his tallboy.
“I feel like I’ve been here before.” Leon looked bewildered as we
passed through the wheat fields. “Eric, have we been here before?”
“I dunno if you have. I have.” Eric took a drink. “I used to have a girl
out here.”
“Mariana!” Leon paused in thought. After a moment, he laughed. “I
didn’t know she lived all the way out here!” He took another sip.
“Wait. Did she go to the university out here?”
Eric nodded his head without mirth. “Yeah. She wanted to major in
theater.”
Leon laughed. I watched Eric closely, the lines in his face clear in the
flashes of overhead light on the freeway. He smiled, but his eyes
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remained distant.
“You should stop by and see her.” No one answered me.
Eric looked at me, without the tolerance or affection he showed for
my brother. “Why would I?” His eyes bored into me, the clouded
dreaminess gone.
“A little extra money – ” A lump in my throat cut me off.
He turned back around to look at the road. “She’s married now, I
think. To this accountant.” He laughed.
Leon’s smile was gone. I watched Eric speed forward, the old car
rumbling uncomfortably beneath us.
***
The next night we stayed in a nicer motel. We were in a suburb of
Spokane. Eric and I got our own beds, and Leon took the fold-out
couch. The pillows smelled like Moscow in the summer. I liked to roll
around on the cool sheets.

When the boys went out for a beer run, I flipped on the flat-screen
TV, each channel in bright color. I stopped on Grey’s Anatomy.
The characters interacted in their familiar ways, but seemed more
familiar in high definition. They had frizz in their perfect hair, and
smudged lines under their dolled-up eyes.
There was a full-length mirror by the bathroom. I jumped over to it –
checking myself for the first time since the last week. My stomach had
flattened slightly since my last birthday, my sixteenth, when Eric
taught me how to drive. He hadn’t minded my lumpy body, or how
short I was.
That afternoon I dreamed that Eric and Leon had left me at the bar. I
danced with the boy, swaying like he did. The song was gentle, but
neither of us recognized it. The dust from the ground didn’t dry the
air. I clicked my boots against the floor, in rhythm.
Eric and Leon returned and woke me. Eric eyed my thin shirt, clinging
tighter to my chest, but walked across the room as though he hadn’t
seen.
That morning, Leon found Mariana’s address on a piece of paper.
“That's an hour out of our way.”
“She can give us the rest the money.” Eric was convinced.
“Does she have everything she owes you?”
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“She should.” He paused. “It’ll give us enough extra money to bargain
with, at least.”
Eric and Leon continued to argue. Mariana was unreliable.
“The main issue is time Eric. You didn’t leave us enough time.”
I started tuning out their arguments after the first hour. I read a
two-year old Cosmo and watched TV. If we left by 6:30, we could be
there by 8:00, and if we only stayed an hour, we could drive all night
and get there by midnight. It wasn’t until 8:00 that night that Leon
warned me to pack up. He had agreed, grudgingly, to see her.
The ride was silent. We arrived at her house around ten. We stood
outside. Eric’s knock rang in the air. He paused, stepped up, and
knocked again. He looked around the yard. A car was parked on the
grass, its engine gone.
“Should we knock again?”
Just then, the door swung open. A woman with curly brown hair in a
bun and a floral-print sundress stood barefoot at the door. The smell of
nail polish wafted from the living room. Her toes were shiny, her
narrow shoulders slouched.
“Hi, Eric.” She smiled at him. Her teeth were crooked and a little
yellow. She glanced over our shoulders. “Come in.”
We all three went inside. A TV flickered in the back. The after-ten
reruns of “Grey’s Anatomy” were fuzzy – the actress was out of focus
and prettier, like I remembered her.
“Please, sit.”
We sat down on her white couches. Blots of green stained the arms.
One chair had a footrest and a visible dent where someone sat
routinely.
“Really, sit.” Mariana motioned Eric to the couches. He took the
armchair and kicked off his dirty boots beside the footrest. The mud
scattered over the white carpet.
We heard a cry from the room next door. Mariana sat next to me, at
the edge of the couch, farthest from Eric. She smelled like acetone and
Macy’s at Christmas.

After a long pause, Leon coughed. He looked at Eric, then me, and
then back to Mariana.
“How’ve you been?”
“Fine.” Mariana still looked at Eric as she spoke. She eyed the
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driveway again.
“Mariana?” Eric’s voice was soft and deep. I’d heard him speak like
that only once before, the time he taught me to drive, when he put his
hand over mine to help me steer and pushed my leg to force me to
brake. I caught Leon looking at me – and the memory vanished.
She turned to him. “Yes?” She avoided his intense stare.
“Do you have the money?”
She fidgeted uncomfortably in her seat. “It’s in my room.” She got up
and walked slowly toward the door, her footsteps dainty and careful.
She held her hand out behind her, and Eric took it.
Leon didn’t have any cigarettes, so he tapped his keys against his legs.
He didn’t look at me. My eyes were warm and my cheeks burned.
I was embarrassed and fidgeted to hide it. Leon was unusually
relaxed. I tried not to hear the laughs from the other room.
“Can we go outside?”
Leon laughed. “Why?”

“It’s stuffy.”
“No. It won’t take him long, promise.”
Neither of us spoke for a minute.
“Why’d you agree to come?” I curled my knees up against my chest.
Leon smirked and leaned in closer to me. “Eric lent her a rock.”
He fiddled with his hands. He looked at the door and kept his voice
low. “He’s still into her.”

Before I could respond, Eric’s voice boomed from inside the
bedroom. There was a sound of broken glass. Eric threw open the
door. It slammed against the wall and left a dent in the side. Leon and
I jumped up and ran toward the door.
Eric threw a piece of paper on the ground. Mariana was behind him.
She cried and her mascara smudged down her pointy chin.
“Eric – please – ”
“Call Andy.”

He rushed to the front door. “Toss me the keys.”
Leon paused.
“Hand over the fucking keys, asshole!”
Leon flung them over and Eric snatched them. He ran outside and we
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followed. I watched him unlock the car, and clambered in close
behind. Mariana looked at us with broken eyes as Eric peeled out of
the cul-de-sac. We drove through the neighborhood. The roofs were
thin and the lawns were brown, and most had a broken down car
parked near the front door. Eric peeled onto main road.
We drove for two hours. Finally, at eleven, we pulled into a Super 8
and parked as far away from the entrance as possible. The drive had
passed without a word. Leon agreed to go on a beer run. Eric and I
grabbed our things and entered from the side door and checked in.
Eric paid in cash.
We walked slowly up the stairs. He opened the door for me. I tossed
my things beside the couch. I stood there and watched Eric organize
the beds and a sleeping bag. His movements were jerky. He looked up
at me after a few minutes.
“Wanna give me a hand?” He indicated the pullout couch. I moved
slowly over to the other side and pulled down the handle, mirroring
him. We pulled out the thick cushions and tossed them on the ground.
“Thanks.”
I perched on the arm of the other couch. I crossed my legs.
Eric watched me as he walked away. I licked my finger and rubbed a
spot on the edge of my sleeve. He walked over to me, slowly. He put
his hand on my cheek, then the other hand on my leg. He kissed me,
and I remembered the taste of vanilla-mint gum and stale smoke on
his lips. He opened his mouth a little, the flavor of smoke getting
stronger. He moved his hand gently to my shoulders, then grasped
them firmly and pushed me down onto the bed. He was heavy on top
of me. He held my hands down and kissed me harder, and the other
hand squeezed my shoulder and he pushed me lower. I pushed up a
bit. He let me, his teeth still on my neck.
I heard a harsh jingle and the door flew open. Eric jumped up and
adjusted himself as Leon walked through the door, his face obscured
by an armful of paper bags.
“Let me help you.” Eric rushed over to him. Leon looked toward me.
Leon broke out the whiskey. They drank their first glasses in silence.
After fifteen minutes, Leon spoke.

“So how short are we?”
Eric rubbed his hair. “At least five hundred.” He poured himself a
shot.
“Sunny – what time is it?”
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“Twelve-ten.”
“Fuck. Fuck.” Eric paced and rubbed his head. He was planning.
“We need to wake up.” Leon was already ruffling through his
rucksack. He pulled out a small Ziploc bag. “I have a little extra.”
***
It was 1:45 AM. Leon inhaled and passed the lighter and bowl over to
Eric, whose hands shook. “No, I’m done.” He paused and picked at
his skin. The bed creaked under him as he fidgeted. The motel light
made Eric’s face look sallow. You could see the sweat drip off his
forehead.
I watched the two of them, then the door. The towels stuffed
underneath it didn’t quite mask the smell of rotten eggs. Leon got up
suddenly and knocked over Eric’s bottle of whiskey. He jumped back
and yelped, then Eric ran over to him and tried to salvage what had
spilled on the carpet.
“What the fuck, man?”
“Jesus Christ – ”
I walked over to the two of them and picked up the almost-empty
bottle. “I think Leon bought you an extra one, anyways.”
Eric started breathing heavily again and sat down. I grabbed it for him
out of the rucksack, and he snatched it from me.
“Sunny, gimme the time.” Eric took a swig from his bottle and set it
down gingerly on the coffee table.

“Almost two.”
Eric paused. “Can you drive?”
Leon’s turned his neck and shook his head. “She doesn’t know how,
Eric.” He laughed.
“She had a lesson once.”
“When?” Leon’s lowered his voice.
“I dunno. You weren’t around.” Eric shook his head. “I don’t really
remember.”
“Let’s go, Leon.” I tugged at his arm. He remained stiff. I dug my
nails in a little harder. “We’re running late.”
Leon didn’t move. His eyebrows jerked up.
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Leon leapt toward Eric as he turned toward the door. He caught him
by the scruff of his coat, which ripped the collar. Eric fell down, and
Leon fell on top of him. Eric rolled over on top of Leon, and his fist
impacted Leon’s right cheek. Leon tossed him off, stood up, and spat
on the ground.
Eric held up his coat. The sleeve was almost completely ripped off
now, and the collar hung limply. “Look what you did!”
“How long?” Leon tripped as he walked toward the wall.
“It was just one fucking lesson.” Eric wiped his nose on his sleeve.
I walked toward the door of the motel room, gathering up my things
as I went. I picked up Eric’s keys from the couch and reached for the
door.
“Where are you going?” Eric’s voice echoed through the room.
I paused a moment.
“The warehouse.”
Eric looked at me, his eyebrows arched up. His eyes started to water.
He blinked, buried his head in his hands, and crumpled on the bed.
“We won’t make it on time. It’s already two.”
I walked out the door. I walked through the hallways of the motel, out
the side door, and over to the car. I opened the trunk and tossed my
backpack in. Eric and Leon came running into the lot. Eric was
running out of breath and collapsed on the pavement under the only
working light. His vague shape was the only visible thing.
I ran over to him. I kneeled down next to him and touched his knee
gently. I looked over at Leon. He watched us.
“I don’t want to be late.” He rubbed his temples.
“Go put the stuff in the trunk then. It’s open.” I gave Eric my hands
and pulled him up. I kept one hand in his and pulled him along toward
the car. He stumbled but I steadied him. Leon didn’t move. I left him
behind and tucked Eric in the back seat. I buckled him and kissed the
top of his head. His face was shadowed now, and his eyes were black
underneath.
Leon still stood by our luggage. I walked over to him. “Come on.”
His and Eric’s backpacks hung on each of his shoulders. He shoved
past me. He got in the driver’s seat and left the other door open for
me.
“Give me the keys.”
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“It’s 2:20 – ”
“Give me the keys.”
Reluctantly, I handed them over.
***
I watched the clock as we went up the hill. We were part way up and
already an hour late with an hour left to go. The AC was on high.
I could smell Leon’s sweat from my seat. He was speeding up the hill
on the edge of the road.
“Eric! Stay awake.” Leon looked back toward him. “Roll down your
windows.” He didn’t. I stayed still in my seat.
We arrived at half-past four. No one moved. I'd never been here. The
Warehouse, near where we'd grown up, was where they always met
for deals. It a shed outside an abandoned farm.
“Are you gonna go?” Leon shoved Eric.

Without a word, Eric gathered his things. He stepped outside, paused,
and breathed deeply, then ran inside.
Leon stepped outside and I followed. He sat on the hood and looked
around the night sky. He pulled out fresh cigarettes.
Fractured voices called from inside, but echoed too much to make
anything out.
“Think we’ll all get a cut?” He spoke to the ashes at the end of his
cigarette.
“Of what?”
He jumped, as though I wasn’t supposed to answer. “Of the extra
money.” He took another drag. “Eric always gets some extra.”
“He takes his time.”
Leon laughed. “Yeah. He does.”
I walked toward Leon. Leon was always the tallest, biggest kid – intimidating, angry. He used to carry me on his back through our back
yard. He’d lost more weight than I’d realized. His shoulders were
hunched and his eyes were red.
I looked up at the sky, the bright stars hazed by clouds. The summer
breeze had turned to a harsher wind.
A loud clang from inside broke the air, and a few hurried voices could
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be heard. One yelled, “No!” Leon jumped up. He ruffled through his
pockets – everything fell out, and his keys clinked gently against the
cold concrete.
Leon searched the contents for money. His hands shook as he
searched. He counted the bills one dollar bills he found.
“Shit.” He looked up at the warehouse. We’d been waiting for at least
twenty minutes. He looked at his hands again, scooped up the bills,
and ran inside.
I took the keys and ran over to the car. I unlocked it, and tossed Leon's
things in the passenger’s seat. Leon’s seat. I sat in Eric’s. I didn’t start
it. I checked the clock – it was 4:30.
Twenty-three minutes passed without much noise. There were several
bangs and scuffles – but no one came out.
I passed the time picturing the boy from the bar. I wished I had stayed.
I wished I had danced. I counted the rhythm of a waltz: 1-2-3,1-2-3…
He would have a nice car, a vintage Audi or a new Subaru.
I heard the door slam. A dark body ran out of the gloom. Leon.
He was alone. The red stains on his shirt had already started to brown.
He opened the passenger door but didn’t climb in.
He looked at me in the driver’s seat.
“Get in.” The sound made Leon jump. He turned his head back toward
the warehouse. My fingers felt warm against the steering wheel.
I jammed the key in the ignition. Leon climbed into the passenger
seat.
I started the car and peeled out of the Warehouse’s dusty driveway.
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Alec Hershman
Key West
I take vacation from mementos
and from an inner shelf – have enfolded
this flap in the sack of honor's trinkets.
It lets me get up, and walk away
from orgies, fall home to the snore
and drape of my lover's arm. I need a place
to call home about once a day because
I have no name for having one. A tool-cloud
passes low over the seam along my skull;
ingredients for passionate satisfaction
like an embarrassment of crumbs
everywhere bear me like waves. The love
is where I train my gaze to let up
on its graphic tendencies. I have seen
the legion men – tourists in Bermuda shorts,
have flavored the liquors, and numbed my nose,
felt their silky foreskins in my palm. I am nodding
peaceably, patient with a depth of faces in a humid
breeze. May wisdom be a molten thing,
a dream precipitate, a barnacle, volcanic,
at the end of the world, a dock.
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Heikki Huotari
Two-Body Problem 1
By nary star to navigate, two brains abut
one heart. We are amused. We are an ape. We have
become an ape – we need no longer stop to look in
mirrors, check our obscene costume or feign
interest in the drooling hominids beyond the halfinch glass.
Exemplary the deity that translates nonsense
into silence! Consciousness is one continuum of
many. Corporations won't be people unless Texas
executes one. When twins differ it's the center from
which each has strayed.
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Two-Body Problem 2
There's one volition on another, embers,
antlers, dispositions – in the courtyard of the
California Palace, polishing The Thinker's toe, one
takes into account both logical and physical
impossibilities.

So save your blessing – in your presence I
will neither sin nor sneeze, I will be sleeping
peacefully – don't let me keep you. If you
accidentally bless me and you promise to still love
me then I will expunge this record of our tet-a-tet.
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Two-Body Problem 3
As one definition takes an entire page so in
one sphere one midpoint of one chord is
comfortably ensconced, and then another. Time
will not tell. Do you see where I am going here?
What will you wish? What will you miss, will you
miss most? It must be one of those.
So they did not see fit to visit earth and if
they did had no designs on us and time elapsed and
to your credit you remember nothing – you're not
even feeling strange.
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Erum Khan
Earthbound
As I pass the girl on the street, I look at her smooth legs. I envy how
beautifully unblemished they are. I wonder how to describe them but
come up short. I wonder why the only words I can think of are
chocolate and ebony. I wonder why the only words we ever have to
describe such beautiful skin are words like chocolate or caramel or
mocha or honey. I wonder if it is because it is better to sound
delicious, something to be consumed and savored, than to be trod
upon like sand or mud or even leather. I wonder if those were the
best words they, those who are not other, could come up with
without causing offense. I wonder why I cannot think of anything
better. I wonder why I cannot look at my skin and find something in
the earth or deep in the oceans to describe it. Why I cannot think of
something beautiful it reminds me of. I wonder why I think of it only
in terms others will find pleasing, a delicacy. I wonder why I never
wondered these things sooner.
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Old Wives’ Tale
Mother told us to drink all our milk,
not for strong bones or hard, sharp chompers,
but our nails “must stay pretty!”
Mine were clear,
but rocks of salt flecked my sister’s
like flowers pressed into books
only to break into flakes once removed.
She curled the digits in to look at them,
upside down, like a boy would.
“File them, while you’re at it.”
The glass slid across the dining table,
beckoning to a future
of clipped cuticles and perfect sheen.
Her index finger,
the one with the most spots,
padded the cold chalice
until it tilted
and tipped.
Translucent shards lay like hard candy
coated with white across the table,
a stream inching
towards our mother.
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The Feel of Air
It starts as a dull ache.
Or rather, it will if
There was any concrete
Fluttering or sweetness
There before. Before the
Reason for the giggles
Was gone.
It was there once, right?
A clear origin for the sounds
That used to be sweet,
Darling things to smile at.
Nothing really, but something –
If you stopped and thought.
But then, did you?
It’s like if there was water.
Not just any,
But in a tank.
Like an aquarium,
You watch small clownfish
Swim in and out of lives
That aren’t really yours to watch.
If they were
Then you’d know
What it felt like,
Tasted like. Salt is salt,
But how does that salt taste
In that tank?
You’ll never know.
A glass of water you
Can taste, hold, smell
If you really want to try.
If you drop it, that’s it.
But it was in your hands first.
Before the fall. Before
Anything bad had the –
The chance to happen. You
Could grip it, and squeeze it!
Crack it smear it all
Over. It was yours to
Grind into the ground and
Kill. But if you never held it,
How will it know what it feels like to die?
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To My Darker Half
You always know where my foot will fall,
before my brain has even had the chance to will it.
You never say no, even when the day has made you ripple over pavements
and walls bend you in half like a paper doll a child didn’t know how
to play with.
You’re just like me – except I change size by the year
while you change size by the hour. It’s rather strange,
The way you follow me around, a dog bound so tight
you can’t tell where the collar ends and the leash begins.
I’ve started avoiding you, never letting the sun see my back
or make you just another play of light to step on, a crack to break my
mother’s back.
Even after dusk has fallen, you choose to hang around.
The streetlights keep you specter-like. A dark, persistent friend.
I wouldn’t mind some loneliness, small scissors to snip our thread.
Still, I’ll keep you safe. I doubt that others can.
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Mickey Kulp
Emptiness
Odd how the emptiness has taken on so much importance.
Shapes emerge and vanish like vivid birds crossing an open
space between trees.
Some are slow and you can ponder them for a moment.
How lovely some are, and others that once seemed so
horrible now reveal grace.
The illusions are all visible; you smile at how silly they
seem now. All the time wasted on illusions.
You hear a rumble in the silence like an ocean that is just
around the corner, hidden for now, needing only a few
steps past the curtain to see its vastness emerge.
Beside you, the magician in the cheesy top hat with the waxed
mustache walks along, waving his wand and making jeweled
flowers appear.
He has a cheap paper name tag on his black tuxedo that says
“HELLO my name is” and the name “Shantha” is scrawled in
red crayon.
He says that it's okay to embrace that feeling of emptiness you
always got when you knelt to sweep the dry leaves off your
grandfather’s grave marker.
He tips his hat as you reach across the short space to touch
the head of the woman who has fallen into an exhausted sleep
by your hospital bed.
You follow Shantha, watching him walk through a kind of
curtain growing thicker and more opaque. You hear the ocean
again, closer now.
As an afterthought, you turn back and pat your own wrinkled
hand, surprised to note that it is still warm.
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Tani Loo
Composite Culture
The man stands in front of the classroom with apple-green suspenders
to complement the chunk of jade hanging from his neck. He lets a
cylindrical container fall from his shoulders the way that I let a heavy
backpack slide down my arm. He tells us about how he grew up on
Oʻahu, but he can’t count the number of Chinese dialects he speaks on
merely two hands.
While he talks, he lets a paper with curved edges fall out of the
cylindrical container. His hands lay flat upon it, fingertips spreading to
reveal characters like constellations dispersed in concentric circles.
There, he illustrates his family on plantations, describes Daoist
traditions, and elucidates Buddhist ways.

His mother’s back broke over dirt-covered life, hands grasping at tiny
grains of rice that slipped through the spaces in her palms. His
grandmother whispered of a time when she spoke to the gods and let
them starve her frail body, so that she could be closer to them.
Together, the women in his life taught him how to be – how to pay
respects to his ancestors in the form of paper money and peanut
candies.
I watch his arms, thinking about how I was taught the same. They
remind me of my grandmother’s crinkling skin, as he turns this way or
that. My grandmother used to show me photos of multi-colored taro
patches in Kauaʻi, and I’d try to imagine a tiny home overlooking it on
a mountainside I’d never been to. The photos were always returned to
a shelf next to Eight Immortals lined up like soldiers across the Great
Wall. Next to them, the green Buddha lounged on a settee, as if
prosperity was easy to obtain.
The sound of the man’s jade accidentally clinking against the table
brings me back; it is the same color as the Buddhas in my own house.
He uses Pidgin, interspersed with Chinese terms in his stories, and I
wonder how anyone can sum up their family history so succinctly. I’ve
never been able to.
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Yet, as he stands there, he poses the question of what it means to say
you belong to any one thing. I stare at the lines on my palms,
m-shaped slashes across the smooth skin, and recall his introduction.
He explained why he would never claim to only be Buddhist: His
home, family, and language fashioned a composite culture, like stars
and planets in the vast sky of life turning on a divination chart in one’s
hands.
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Jessica Mehta
Arachnophobia
When I was five, I fled through the screen door
to the horse range out back. There, my mother’s
screams didn’t carry, my fathers crashes
into silence were paused. Beyond the barn,
grazing grass stretched tapered fingers to the sun
and I disappeared into the wild. As a child,
the uncut grass was tall as a castle and solid
as stone – but my patch,
the hidden one near the hay stacks,
was a bed of royalty, the stuff of morning cartoons
where no Mom voice could reach or Dad
angers dare rumble. It was mine and, stupidly,
I trusted it completely. That day, with chubby leg
leaps into the pasture, I burst
like a dragonfly into my escape and straight
into the threads of a spider’s web. At the time
she seemed a monster, clutching fat and tight
against my chest, her iridescent work a veil
over my head, draperies on my bare shins.
Yellow and black with a bulbous body and legs
like lightning, I don’t recall the sting
or the taste of proteinaceous, but I remember
the horror. The freezing. The trespass of it all.
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Cage Seeks Bird
I once had a picnic with a dead man
and, yes,
it was as lovely as it sounds. Thank god, he
was a quiet one, and the strawberries
fat as babies’ feet. Prague was the first
foreign city I traipsed alone. On a whim,
because the coppered roofs
looked a fairytale and the canals
were cheaper than Venice’s. I stayed
in a roasting hostel, the only woman
amidst a brigade of skinny men.
When I woke at dawn, perched
like a dirty pigeon on the bunk bed
above the fold, the men sprawled
naked and mouths agape. Floppy
penises, half-hard and all. I slipped
silent across Charles Bridge, took
a gurgling bus to the farmer’s market
to scoop up berries, strange wines
and oily cheese. It was a gift, what
I thought Kafka would like. His tombstone,
it’s what you imagine. Dying flowers
scattered like crumbs at the dinner table,
cloyingly sweet and a little sad. Underwhelming. Smaller than you hoped.
Beneath this earth, where the good
soil hides and worms dodge birds, is a carcass
that spewed beautiful words. Hideous
words that still make us squirm
like monstrous vermin shuffling behind closed doors. Like a dog.
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Untitled
For those who say I should write of Sherman Alexie’s
alleged sexual misconduct and not of Junot Diaz’s:
hush. Eat what’s on your plate or move
to another table. To those who say I shouldn’t talk
of Indian-ness because I’m just half,
shut up. When you’re old, you’ll know
the knowing of insides
with unmatched casing. (And you’d milk
thick privilege from colostrum
to dryness, too.) For those who say
catcalls and harassment are the same
(#metoo) as rape (We’re all in
this together!), fuck off and fall
crack-boned knee thankful
you can only imagine
the feeling of strange fingers
probing your cervix in familiar halls
while the doorman sleeps. Just as I
don’t know the fall-apart of rape. For you
who says it’s no surprise,
my mother’s death, ask, Is it a good
thing or bad thing she’s gone? Quiet (like her) –
we don’t question the dead,
for their tongues are defenseless,
amongst the first to go in the retort.
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Mariana Sabino
The Foreign Planet
She wondered what it was like in his silent world, and wished she
could tell him. Instead, she traced his eyebrows with her fingertips.
They felt brittle, showing a gradient of black at the roots slipping into
brown and then into copper as it tapered off into straw-like ends.
Singed, those hairs were, from when he lit a cigarette on the flame of
the stove. It still smelled – that exhalation of sulfur. As though
sulfur simmered inside him, always, biding its time.
He went on sleeping, motionless on his back, with one hand clasped
over the other the way someone would lie in a casket, funereally
arranged. She reached for his papery hand and squeezed it – hard.
He was only thirty-five yet his hands already the look and feel of an
old man's. He groaned, a sharp guttural groan. Good, she thought, relieved that she could still elicit a response from him.
She then made her way to the bathroom, adjacent to their
rectangular room. As she brushed her teeth, her eyes fell on the two
thin, stilt-like radiator pipes – spines of the entire building through
which she could now hear a dog barking and the neighbors up above
turning on the faucet. And where fifteen minutes later she would hear
the clattering of pans, chattering in Slovak, and children galloping
across the flat in their morning flurry. It wouldn't be long before the
staples of paprika, kielbasa, dumplings, and sour cabbage would make
its way through the pipes, and cling to her towels which could never be
washed enough.
The sound-box of the bathroom was a vortex, reminders of the choices
she'd made. All she had forfeited now came blaring through the
aspirations of working-class families in a crude Communist-era
apartment building. Buildings she had pitied as inhumane cages:
uniform, grey, crudely-assembled panels which season after season,
year after year, appear to be ever under construction. But that's when
she didn't yet know what they looked like from the inside.
The bathroom – her bathroom – sat on the bowel of one of those
buildings, indistinguishable from the rest which surround it save for
the fact that it is painted: a sign of affluence among the other naked grey
slabs with their white demarcation lines awaiting the paint job that
never comes.
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She took in the dripping faucet, the cheap, cracked tiles, the plastic
cabinets, and green PVC floor in a speckled motif, and after drying
her mouth off, put the towel back on the clothing line above the
bathtub: one of the four yellow plastic strings that hung from metal
hooks on the walls. She wouldn't be able to say when she had given up
reining in her life, and had let it, almost on its own accord, take her
where it may.
But then she remembered. It was for him. That beautiful man whose
language she couldn't decipher and whose world dripped cinnamon
from the seams.
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Helen Sokolsky
Sunday Evening
Sunday, early evening
a man and woman enter the café.
The woman moves slightly ahead
the man shuffling behind her
taps his cane in metronome strokes.
A waiter leads them to their table.
After the woman arranges herself in the chair
the waiter hands her the menu, deftly draping the linen over his arm
his stage direction cue to begin.
The man leans forward
his lips move without a sound
the woman reads to him over rimmed glasses
she orders for both of them.
Glancing around the room she takes in everything
the revolving door of laughter, conversation, drama.
A purple shawl wrapped around her shoulders
covers the pocket of sadness she has yet to close.
The man stares vacantly at a window, seeing nothing.
A view once drenched with colors of trees, of sky
now for him a palette chiseled and whitewashed.
When the waiter returns
they unfold their napkins
spreading them on their laps in a timely overture.
For her
he will keep tracing the contours of her face
before it fades in the half-light
For him
as he slurs through his soliloquy
she will listen
hearing only the eloquence of those chosen words.
When the meal is over
they will leave their rumpled napkins on the table side by side.
He will move around to where she sits
holding out his hand the way he used to
when he asked for that first dance.
He will lead her across the floor
moving slightly ahead
and she will follow.
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The Empty Chair
No matter how I arrange the seating
an absence cries out rattling the air.
Morning edges through the windows onto the breakfast setting
hovering over the napkin ring the chipped blue bowl the empty
chair.
The table might look the same but shafts of light spin off it differently
now
leaving the room unsettled.
Not ready for closure the skylight is open and will stay open
as it has from the moment you sighed your last breath
hands in a final surrender when you unclenched those tight fists
and all of your hummingbirds flew away with you.
If I stay here long enough
fold the crumpled paper napkins into bird shapes
I can almost start to believe in something more ethereal than myself
rearranging the room.
Birdcalls like lost orphans trill variant sounds from the eaves
the ladder reaches the skylight
positioned for me to climb and open the window wider.
From an ominous sky layers of clouds separate just enough
to let a ray of brilliance enter the room
and with it the blueprint I’ve been waiting for.
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John Sweet
the days too short and neverending
the animals here insane and
chewing their paws down to blood and bone
the cages and the powerlines and
the bright green back yards
the shopping mall’s
map tells you you’re lost and
the children won’t stop crying and what I
believe in is the
empire of abandoned factories
all those daughters getting fucked in
dirty back seats in
empty potholed parking lots by men they’ve
never met before because money is the key
you either have it or you die
wondering why you were such a failure
you have this son who sets dogs on fire,
who laughs at their deaths
and of course he has friends
sickness cannot be contained
a junkie is nothing more
than a customer for life
wait long enough for everything
to go wrong and it will
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Ahrend Torrey
On Being Human
You get an instruction manual
for everything: the little fish
tank you put together last
summer, with the fancy filter;
the record player you bought
as a surprise, or someone
bought you; the vacuum
cleaner; the lawn mower; the
trampoline. I’m sure, stuffed
away, you have a drawer or
cabinet filled with them: those
little fan-papers of writing as
dry as sand. Even the cheap
toaster you bought from WalMart, has one, as does the
blender, the fancy birdfeeder;
the one with little gadgets to
keep away the squirrels. But
for the most complicated of
machines, the most complex of
systems, what do we get? No
manual. No lessons on how to
use it: only a burst of sudden
light, a trillion circumstances,
and somewhere within
a hundred years to figure it out.
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Veronica Vela
Astrobee-3
I can’t recall the feeling of being hurled hundreds of feet into the air,
but I can remember the smell of the field. Stretches of young, coarse
wheat surrounded me and I drew my hand through the cool stalks.
Each time I landed, I hit the ground butt first and each time, I woke
up further from the house. Father had taken to the new device, the
Astrobee-3. The Astrobee was a precarious little knob that worked
roughly half the time. He had worked his way up on the dial to 500
feet. It was a distance far enough from the house that the march back
would be a contemplative one. According to the manual, “anything
greater than 500 feet could result in the unpredictable displacement
effect or even death.”
I can’t recall the feeling of being mid-air, but I remember always
wanting him to leave. My father was an orphan from the slums of
Birchdale and by the time I had become a teenager, he was a widower
from Moose Jaw. He had a shrewd, fat face, and was devoid of spirit
except when it came to swinging his wrists. By the time Astrobee
arrived, he was practically giddy as he removed the contraption from
its box. ASTROBEE was printed in black bold letters on a silver
round button. He couldn’t read, yet fingered the black raised letters
sweetly as if hoping he could. He kicked the Styrofoam peanuts all
around the floor and tinkered with all of Astrobee’s mechanical parts.
“This knob ‘il set you straight you mark my words’ and kept the
button deep in the pockets of the trousers he wore every day.
Father used Astrobee every chance he could. If I shifted in my chair a
certain way, if my shirts were too tight, if I cooked a bad meal, hell if
the sky was pink. Each time I made the walk back to the house,
I came back bruised and blood-crusted with wet grass stuck to my
legs. But each time, my body adjusted a little more. He thwacked the
ejector knob so often and with such excitement, the “A” “S” and “R”
had worn off the button leaving the word “T OBEE” in pale black ink.
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Our house was a squat log cottage, with two bedrooms and three beds.
The house came with a high stone fireplace and a good country dog,
one rich in leisure. The last night I saw Father, he had about two pints
of curl (homemade alcohol that’ll curl your toes) and passed out with
his head resting on the hearth near the fire box. Father had tripped so
hard that the button slipped out of his khaki’s. My body felt like an
electric wire and I shot straight up. I could see the tick marks so
clearly and the DO NOT EXCEED label near the orange range. In that
moment, I saw everything.
I took the button and turned it over with the dial side facing me and
cradled it in both hands like a precious animal. I looked at my drunken
father on the floor, looked back at the device, and smiled as the dial’s
face stared back at me.
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Mark Vogel
A shadow exists
even for the smallest particle, for every creature
and action, even every thought,
though in the thick painted landscape the doer
and the do-able are often inseparable,
waiting, unaware of the other, like how in hot summer
a glare masks a clear path hidden
in dark woods. Like how on the winter beach,
a shadow can be twenty feet long –
made by, but not at all like the flesh. Even in
the straight-forward Midwest, a spring-fed

pond often is a mirror that captures the sky,
but hides any evidence of inner self.
Often enough sleepy eyes that believe in forever
already write a far Tibetan landscape –
where diffuse laws balance within and outside.
Likewise, a worm and a robin each move to live –
each stalls in the breathing now. Often enough
too, the dead touch the living,
insist that what is mapped in the book has origins
in clouds that drift in layers.
When in September schooling light the dew evaporates
one drop at a time, and the blue sky
is revealed, a new breeze, like a forgotten habit,
can release locust leaves
ten thousand strong, so they fall in a pattern,
exactly where they belong.
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